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THE MAGNETIC MIRROR FUSION PROGRAM 

T. K. FOULER 

The mirror approach is now the pr inc ipal a l ternate to the tokamak in the 

U. S. magnetic fusion energy program. The program has been great ly expanded 

over the last two years in response to favorable resul ts from the 2X1 IB mirror 

experiment at the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory {see Fig. 1). Results from 

th is ex^r iment wer.1 reported at the 6th Internat ional Conference on Plasma 

Physics and Controlled Nuclear Fusion Research at Berchtesgaden. A theoret ical 
2 

explanation o" the resul ts was also presented. The experimental parameters 

reported for two d i f f e ren t methods of obtaining stable operation ' 'called '^trpf l f 1 

s tab i l i za t i on " and "gas feed") are l i s ted in Table 1. 

As is indicated in the tab le , high values of the mean ion energy W, have 

been achieved, in the range 9 to 13 keV. These are the highest ion energies 

yet obtained at high plasma density in a major magnetic fusion experiment. 

Because the density is high and the magnetic f i e l d i s re l a t i ve l y weak (a maximurr 
2 of 7 kilc^auss wi th in the plasma), the peak values of beta (V. = B- n W./6 ) are 

correspondingly quite h igh, of order 1.2 to 1.6. Tht product of density and 

l i fe t ime (n: for pa r t i c l es , n-rt- for energy) is an order of magnitude higher 

than that achieved in previous mirror experiments. The electron temperiture i s 

re la t i ve l y low, as is charac ter is t ic of mirror devices. More recent ly , i n 

creased r lec t ron temperatures have been achieved. 

The high ion temperatures in the 2XIIB plasma are obtained by an array of 

12 pulsed neutral beam sources (10 ms duration) developed j o i n t l y by Livermore 
A 

and the Lawrence Rc-keley Laboratory. In the experiments reported above the 

maximum in jec t ion current was 370 A of deuterium atoms and the extract ion vo l t 

ages varied from 15 to 20 kV, corresponding tD a to ta l beam power of 4.8 MW 
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2. 
delivered Into a plasma volume of a few litres.' More recently Injection 

1 currents have reached 500 A. 
One of the most important resu7ts in the 2XIIB experiment was the sup-

t pression of high frequency turbulence or instability that had been the main 
stumbling block In mirror research for nearly a decade. The method, known as 
"warm plasma stabilization," had been predicted several year; earlier. The 
idea of warm plasma stabilization involves introducing through one of the mirrors 
a stream of low temperature plasma, a small fraction of which intermixes with 
the hot plasma. In 2XIIB a few percent admixture of low temperature plasma was 
sufficient to damp out the instability by partially filling in the loss cone 
"hole" in ion velocity space. 

In the first tests of this stabilization technique in 2X1 IB* a low-voltage 
plasma gun was used to provide the low temperature plasma. In later experi
ments, a greater quantity of stabilizing plasma was generated by introducing gas 
at a controlled rate near one of the mirrors. The escaping hot plasma ionized 
the gas to produce a low temperature plasma source. It was in this way that the 
highest, densities and highest values of s were obtained (the case denoted as 
"gas feed" in Table 1). 

The arrangement for feeding gas into a box at one of the mirrors is shown 
at the top of Fig. 2. The box has a slit the shape of the fan of magnetic flux 
connecting the hot plasma to the ends of the minimum-B magnetic geometry. Thus 
the box serves as a baffle to prevent un-ionized gas from entering the main 
chamber. 

At the bottom of Fig. 2 is a plot of the density as a function of time. 
The curve labelled "with gas" illustrates the most important results obtained 
in the 2X1 IB experiments. As indicated in the figure, buildup is initiated by 
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simultaneously turning on the neutral beam system and plasma stream produced by 

a low-voltage plasma gun as described above. After about 1 ms, the stream is 

turned off; gas is supplied througli the gas box; and buildup continues until a 

steady state is reached, stability being maintained by the low temperature plasma 

produced in the gas box. If the gas is not provided buildup ceases after the gun 

supplying the low temperature plasma stream is turned off. In this case the 

neutral beams are unable to maintain the density, as shown in the lower curve 

labelled "without gas." As shown on the upper curve, buildup and steady state 

obtained agree well with the predictions (solid circles on the plot) of simple 

rate equations. Again note that the mean ion energy is hig^, 9 keV for this 

example, and the peak value of beta exceeds jnity. 

The results from the 2X1 IB experiment, supported by a corroborating theory 

having a favorable extrapolation, have given renewed encouragement that nearly 

classical plasma confinement can be obtained in large sized mirror devices. The 

major disadvantage is the relatively poor particle confinement, even if stability 

is achieved, leading to a power amplification factor Q of order unity. <Q is 

defined as the ratio of fusion power output to tl.e neutral-beam power continuously 

injected to sustain the reaction.) A number of means of enhanring the Q of 

mirror machines have been proposed over the years. From among the various pos

sibilities two have been selected for special attention, forming the basis for 

the major mirror experiments to be carried out at Livermore over the next several 

years. These are the Tandem Mirror and the Field Reversed Mirror concepts, 

whose evolution from earlier mirror concepts is illustrated in Fig. 3. Theoret

ically, each of these concepts might be able to attain 0 = 5 or more. 

The Tandem Mirror was suggested by Dimov and coworkers at Novosibirsk, 

and independently by Fowler and Logan at Livermore. It is an extensic of an 
g 

earlier idea due to Kelley. 
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The idea is shown schematically at the lower right in Fig. 3. The fusion 

plasma is to be confined in a long solenoid terminated at each end by minimum-B 

mirror cells. High density plasmas are maintained in these end tells by neutral 

injection at very high energies (up to 1 MeV). As is characteristic o J mirror 

confinement, the end cells develop a strong positive ambipolar potential because 

electrons are less well confined by the magnetic mirror action than ar° the ion^. 

Thus the dense plasmas in the end cells, charged positively to a potential of 

some hundreds of kilovolts, act as electrostatic barriers to confine both the 

ions of thi: central cell, which are repelled directly by these barriers, and the 

electronsr which reflect at their outer boundaries. In theory, ions in the 

central cell can be confined for many collision times in this way, long enough 

to produce a high fusion power yield (the solenoid may actually ignite). Despite 

the fact that continuous input power is required to sustain the plasma in the 

end cells, the overall 0 can be high if the plasma volume in the solenoid greatly 

exceeds that in the end cells (which can be very short in length). The economic 

picture 1s further brightened by the fact that the magnetic field of the major 

portion of the machine, the solenoid, is relatively low (25 kG in present designs) 

and the straight cylindrical structure is both simpler to construct and easier to 

maintain than the more complex, higher field magnets characteristic of the 

tokamak. 

Preparations are underway at Livermore to test the idea in the Tandem 

Mirror Experiment (TMX) now under construction. The end cells of the TMX will be 

similar in size and field strength to the present 2X1 IB experiment and the neutral 

beam sources will also be similar. The goals of the TMX are to demunstrate the 

enhancement of confinement t,y the electrostatic barriers and to determine the 

limitation en oeta in the centra? cell. According to MHD theory, quite high 
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values of beta should be possible, up to 0.7 or more. 

Beyond THX, the most important qu-'ition is the stability of the end cells 

as they are scaled up to the larger sizes required for fusion power plants. 

According to theory instability in the end cells, which must be controlled by 

warm plasm? stabilization in devices as small as 2XIIB and THX, should diminish 

to insiqniffcance as the plasma radius increases in relation to the ion gyro-

radius. The HFTF experiment discussed below will provide a definitive test of 

this theory. 

The Field Reversed Mirror idea is illustrated at the lower left in Fig. 3. 

The field-reversed state is an entirely different mode of operation of the 

mirror machine. Whereas conventional mirror operation is "open enoed," with 

magnetic lints passing into and through the plasma volume, in the field-reversed 

state the plasma volume would assume a toroidal shape, and the plasma diamagnetic 

current would become strong enough to cause the magnetic lines to close on them

selves within the toroidal plasma volume. 

The possibility of obtaining field reversal by neutral injection into a 

mirror field has received a strong impetus from the exceptionally high values of 

beta ( -1) obtained in the 2XIIB experiment, as disci ;sed above. Such high 

values of beta imply that the circulating diamagnetic current is intense enough to 

almost cancel out the externally produced field within the plasma. Measured 

flux changes through a loop encircling the plasma confirm the presence of such 

currents. The idea behind the r'ield reversed mirror is to intensify and prefer

entially direct these ion currents, through control of the neutral beam system, 

to ti a point that they do not merely cancel but actually reverse the direction 

of the confining field and form closed lines. If the lines close, plasma leakage 

should greatly diminish and a high-Q system should result. 
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Theore t ica l l y , the f i e l d reversed mirror i s thought to be MHD unstable. On 

the other hand, an analogous reversed- f ie ld theta pinch conf igurat ion has been 

established experimentally tha t appears to be stable for periods much longer than 

the respect ive MHD i n s t a b i l i t y growth t i m e s . 1 0 I t i s speculated that s t a b i l i t y 

in these cases might be a t t r i bu tab le to the small plasma r a d i i as measured 

in gyroradl l of the energetic component carrying the current and to the fac t that 

the aspect r a t i o i s near uni ty (a domain that is inaccessible in tokamaks). 

Hhi lu a plasma meeting the above c r i t e r i a would be quite small 1n volume, 

th i s fac t 1s par t l y compensated by the high value of beta so that the fusion 

power density would be high ( t y p i c a l l y 5 to ID MW of fusion power per l i t r u ) . 

Conceptual studies at Uvermore have shown that an economically a t t r ac t i ve f i e l d 

reversed mir ror fusion power plant could be based on a self-contained module 

producing as l i t t l e as 10 MW of e l ec t r i ca l output. A power plant based on th is 

concept would incorporate a l inear chain of such modules arranged in a cy l i nd r i ca l 

geometry. 

Even i f f i e l d reversal is achieved in present mirror devices with small 

plasma r a d i i , there w i l l l i k e l y remain issues of scale size for the f ie ld - reversa l 

concept as there pre fo r the tandem mir ror . For the tandem mi r ro r , we have seen 

that the issue of scale is the loss-cone i n s t a b i l i t y in the end plugs; that 

s i tua t ion should improve w i th increasing plasma radius. For f i e l d reversa l , the 

issues are MHD s t a b i l i t y , which may deteriorate wi th increasing plasma radius 

as noted above, and also m ic ros tab i l l t y and transport about which l i t t l e is known 

1n the regime 1n question. In e i ther case, the Mirror Fusion Test Fac i l i t y (MFTF) 

should provide a d e f i n i t i v e tes t . 
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Construction of the MFTF is now under way at Livermore, scheduled to be 

completed by 1982. The MF7F is essentially a scale up of the 2X1 IB. Like the 

latter, the magnet will be of a m*nimum-B design (the so-called yin-yang version) 

with a 2:1 mirror ratio; however- the distance between mirrors will be twice as 

great, the central field (20 I.G) will be 3 times higher, and the MFTF magnet will 

operate continuously (NbTi superconductor). In addition tn a 1000 A 20 keV 

startup beam system, the neutral beam system will employ 80 kV injectors providing 

a total current of 750 A of deuterium atoms at the plasma, Initially for a dura

tion of 0.5 s. An artist's rendering of the MFTF vacujm chamber, magnet and 

beam configuration is shown in Fig. 4. The vacuum chamber is 9 m in diameter 

and 12 m in height. 

As we have seen, both the Tandem Mirror and the Field Reversed Mirror 

approaches depend on issues of scale that may only be fully resolved in the 

MFTF. The initial goal of the experiment is the achievement of ion energies of 

50 keV at 6 «= 0.5 and an order of magnitude improvement in ni, as indicated in 

Fig. 5. Success in reaching this goal with open-ended confinement would con

firm theoretical expectations regarding improved stabilization as the plasma 

radius is increased, as discussed above. The MFTF injection current (750 A) 

should be sufficient to maintain a plasma radius of about 15 ion gyroradii. 

Achievement of the above goal would be very encouraging regarding the use nf 

minimum-B mirrors as end plugs in a Tandem Mirror geometry. By adjusting the 

directions of the neutral beam injectors, we can also attempt to obtain field 

reversal in the MFTF just as we are presently attempting to do in 2X1IB, 

In summary, the 2X1 IB experiment has demonstrated the possibility of stable 

confinement of a high density, high-beta plasma at fusion temperatures. Based 
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on this demonstrated success two approaches to enhance the Q of a miror system 

are under investigation at Livermore. Success with either or both of these 

approaches would point the way toward fusion power plants with many attractive 

features. The linear geometry of mirror systems offers a distinct alternative 

to the toroidal tokamak. As a direct consequence of this difference in geometry, 

it is possible to build mirror systems in small units of modular construction. 

Both the field-reversal and tandem-mirror concepts exemplify this point. If the 

field-reversal concept succeeds, it should be passible to build a self-contained 

reactor cell producing about 10-HW output. A reactor would consist of a chain 

of these, but development could be carried out on a few cells at a time. For the 

tandem mirror reactor, illustrated in Fig. 6, the long linear structure of the 

main solenoidal section offers similar opportunities for modular development. 

Sections of the solenoid could be exchanged and upgraded many times during the 

lifetime of an experimental facility. Exploring and exploiting these properties 

of mirror reactor systems is one of the important tasks before us as we continue 

planning for the 1980's. 



Stream Gas 
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Table 2. Comparison of parameters of the major mi r ror f a c i l i t i e s in the 
U. 5. over the next several years. 

ZXIIB TMX (end plugs) HFTF 

Magnetic f i e l d (midplane) 7 kG 10 kG 20 kG 

Fie ld durat ion 10 ms Seconds Superconductor 

Length between mirrors 1.6m 0.9m 3.2m 

In jec t ion current <600 A 550 A 750 A 

Beam accelerat ing voltage 20 kV 40 kV 80 kV 

Beam durat ion 10 ms 25 ms 500 ms 

Date operational Operating October 1978 October 1981 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. Schematic sketch of the 2X1 IB mirror machine. Two cylindrical tanks 

house the neutral beam system, with 6 modules in each tank. 

Fig. 2. 2X1 IB Results with Gas Feed. 

Fig. 3. Evolution of the Tandem Mirror and Field Reversed Mirror concepts 

from earlier mirror geometries. 

Fig. 4. Cutaway view of the MFTF vacuum chamber, magnet and neutral beam 

system. The plasma stream guns will provide the low temperature 

target plasma needed during the first few milliseconds of buildup. 

Fig. 5. This curve shows the confinement product and mean ion energies 

obtained in the Baseball II and the 2XIIB experiments compared with 

the goals for the M F T and requirements for the Field Reversed Mirror 

(FRM) reactor and the landem Mirror (TM) reactor. 

Fig. 6. Artist's conception of a Tandem Mirror Reactor. 
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